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Recent well-documented cases of cultural evolution towards increasing
efficiency in non-human animals have led some authors to propose that
other animals are also capable of cumulative cultural evolution, where
traits become more refined and/or complex over time. Yet few comparative
examples exist of traits increasing in complexity, and experimental tests
remain scarce. In a previous study, we introduced a foraging innovation
into replicate subpopulations of great tits, the ‘sliding-door puzzle’. Here,
we track diffusion of a second ‘dial puzzle’, before introducing a two-step
puzzle that combines both actions. We mapped social networks across
two generations to ask if individuals could: (1) recombine socially-learned
traits and (2) socially transmit a two-step trait. Our results show birds
could recombine skills into more complex foraging behaviours, and naïve
birds across both generations could learn the two-step trait. However,
closer interrogation revealed that acquisition was not achieved entirely
through social learning—rather, birds socially learned components before
reconstructing full solutions asocially. As a consequence, singular cultural
traditions failed to emerge, although subpopulations of birds shared pre-
ferences for a subset of behavioural variants. Our results show that while
tits can socially learn complex foraging behaviours, these may need to be
scaffolded by rewarding each component.

This article is part of a discussion meeting issue ‘The emergence of
collective knowledge and cumulative culture in animals, humans and
machines’.
1. Introduction
Once thought to be almost exclusively human, research has now extended the
taxonomic reach of culture [1], with cultural traits identified across a range of
species and behavioural domains [2], from sleeping patterns inmeerkats [3] to ter-
ritorial song in passerines [4]. Similarly to humans, these animal cultures are not
static, but can change over time in response to Darwinian-like processes such as
drift and cultural selection [5,6]. Furthermore, in addition to change in diversity
or distribution, recent evidence suggests that animal cultural traits themselves
can potentially be shaped by cultural evolution, becoming more refined across
generations of learners via a process of repeated innovation, modification and
social learning [7]. Outside of bird song [8–11], perhaps the most compelling evi-
dence for this stems from migration routes in ungulates [12] and cranes [13]. In
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both cases, reintroduced populations had largely lost their
migration routes, but gradually regained migratory routes
that then became straighter and better matched to the environ-
ment over generations. This was likely via a combination of
individual gains in experience that were then transmitted to
younger generations [13,14] and an ongoing collective pooling
of knowledge across individuals [15,16].

The outstanding characteristic of human culture is its ability
to becomeprogressively refined and/or complex over timevia a
process of cumulative cultural evolution (CCE) [17], allowing
populations to develop increasingly complex skills and technol-
ogy [18]. Mesoudi & Thornton [19] recently formalised a
two-part definition for describing CCE. First, a core criterion
describes changes in behaviour to improve performance and
then social transmission of this behaviour, with these steps
repeated for sequential improvements over time. A so-called
extended criterion describes more ‘complex’ or ‘advanced’
forms of CCE, including having multiple functionally
dependent traits, diversificationof cultural lineages, or recombi-
nation across lineages.While still highly controversial, evidence
from non-human animals (including those examples above)
now suggests that the core criteria of CCEmight bewidespread
[5,8,12,15,20–22]. Yet, it is also clear that there is little or no evi-
dence for the extended criteria in non-human animals, outside
of a few possible examples in bird and cetacean song [5,8,23].
Why this is the case is hotly debated [1,24–26].

There is extensive debate about what social, cognitive or
demographic factors underpin CCE in humans, but it is
becoming increasingly clear that the ability to recombine
traits across cultural lineages into more rewarding behaviours
is a fundamental component [19,27–29]. To persist over gen-
erations, these composite or functionally dependent traits
then have to be transmitted onwards via social learning.
The evolution of complex culture has therefore long been
argued to also depend on high fidelity copying mechanisms
that will help retain modifications, such as imitation and
teaching [30–33], and there is now an extensive body of
experimental work testing the role of these mechanisms for
CCE in humans [34–36]. Comparative studies with humans
and other primates have also shown that learning mechan-
isms (e.g. imitation and teaching) differ across primates
with CCE and those without, giving further indirect evidence
for the importance of transmission fidelity [30,31,37–39]. Yet
there is also recent evidence that alternative mechanisms can
underlie the emergence of CCE-like patterns. For example, in
a transmission chain experiment in which Guinea baboons
and children performed a non-copying task, Saldana and
colleagues found that task performance and systematic struc-
ture increased over generations of learners of both species,
questioning the role for transmission fidelity in CCE [40,41].

In perhaps, themost comprehensive experiment examining
themechanisms underlying CCE in non-human animals, Dean
et al. [42] presented a three-step puzzle-box that gave increasing
rewards for solving progressive steps to groups of human chil-
dren, chimpanzees and capuchins. Only human children were
able to consistently reach step 2 or 3, which was attributed to
presence of teaching and prosocial behaviours. It should be
noted that a follow-up study demonstrated that children
were capable of solving this task with asocial learning alone,
although it remains likely that teaching, imitation and prosoci-
ality facilitated success [43]. More recently, Vale et al. [44]
examined the likelihood of transmission after a recombination
event, by introducing demonstrators trained on a tool
modification into groups knowledgeable about a simpler
task. Chimpanzees were able to learn increasingly complex
behaviours via social learning, suggesting that the ability to
do so is present, at least in our nearest relatives. However,
there is a paucityof experimentalwork examining the full path-
way from innovation to recombination to transmission in non-
human species. Such experiments are vital to identify the ‘weak
links’ that prevent most non-human species from exhibiting
complex cultures.

Great tits (Parus major) are well known to be highly innova-
tive and opportunistic [45–48]. A long history of research has
also shown that great tits rely on social learning acrossmultiple
behavioural domains, from song [49] to breeding decisions
[50], to where and what to eat [51–53]. In a previous study,
we performed a cultural diffusion experiment in replicate sub-
populations of great tits where we introduced a novel foraging
behaviour of sliding a door to left or right to solve a foraging
puzzle [54]. Once introduced, knowledge of how to access
this resource using this foraging technique spread rapidly via
social learning [54]. Side preferences were sustained over gen-
erations as cultural traditions [54,55]. Here, we diffused a new
tradition for turning a dial to solve a foraging puzzle into the
same subpopulations, before giving individuals the opportu-
nity to recombine these traits into a more complex two-step
puzzle-box to gain progressively higher rewards. We then
reinstalled two-step puzzle-boxes in the following generation
to test whether the naïve juveniles could learn the more
complex task without experience of rewarding singular com-
ponents. This three-stage experimental design allowed us to
examine the full pathway from recombination to over-genera-
tional transmission by asking (1) whether tits can recombine
socially learned behaviours into more rewarding traits; (2)
whether they can socially transmit more complex traits
within and between generations; and if so, (3) how this affects
emergence of local traditions.
2. Methods
(a) Study system
Our experiment was conducted over twowinters, fromNovember
2015 to February 2017, in a population of great tits (Parus major) at
the WythamWoods study site near Oxford, UK (ca 51°840° N, 01°
820° W) The majority of a population of approximately 1000 great
tits in Wytham Woods are fitted with both a British Trust for
Ornithology (BTO) unique metal leg-ring and a plastic leg-ring
fitted with a passive-integrated transponder (PIT) tag with a
unique identifier code (IB-Technology). All birds are additionally
sexed and aged based on plumage and breeding records [56]. In
winter, great tits form loose fission–fusion flocks that exploit
ephemeral food sources such as beech mast [56]. During this
time, birds will also readily exploit provisioned food at bird fee-
ders. Thus, radio-frequency identification (RFID) antennas built
into the perches at these feeder stations can be used to detect
PIT-tagged birds and record individual visits [57].

In a series of previous studies running fromNovember 2012 to
March 2015, we introduced a novel foraging resource—the sliding-
door puzzle-box (figure 1ai)—where birds could move a small door
either to the left or right to expose a mealworm feeder (a highly
preferred food type).We first performed a cultural diffusion exper-
iment [59], installing three puzzle-boxes 250 m apart into the eight
subpopulations, and then introducing birds trained on one of the
two alternative solution variants (slide-left or slide-right) into
five treatment subpopulations (figure 1b). The final three subpopu-
lations acted as controls, with no knowledgeable birds introduced.
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Figure 1. Puzzle box design and experimental timeline. (a) The three foraging tasks used in this study. All had an internal printed circuit board, RFID antenna
and data logger, such that the identity and action of visiting birds were recorded, and the door reset after each visit. (i) Two-action sliding-door puzzle-box, where
birds could push the door left or right to expose a mealworm feeder (sliding door experiment). (ii) Two-action dial puzzle-box, where birds could spin a circle
counter-clockwise (left) or clockwise (right) to expose a mealworm feeder (dial diffusion experiment). (iii) Twelve-action progressive two-step puzzle-box, where birds
could perform one one-step solution (slide left/right, or dial counter-clockwise/clockwise) to receive a sunflower seed or combine one variant of dial and slide
together in any order to produce a two-step solution (e.g. dial left + slide right), rewarded by a mealworm (complex first generation experiment). This
puzzle-box was then modified into a full two-step puzzle-box by providing no reward for single actions (used in complex second generation experiment). (b) Sche-
matic timeline of slide, dial and two-step diffusion experiments across six replicate subpopulations, incorporating previously published work [54,58]. (Online version
in colour.)
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In total, 414 individuals learned the behaviour [54], with popu-
lations strongly biased to the introduced variant. Second, puzzle-
boxes were reinstalled in the five treatment subpopulations in
the following year (figure 1b), with behaviour rapidly transmitting
to the second generation [54]. Finally, four of these subpopulations
underwent a further experiment in November 2014–March 2015
(figure 1b), where the rewards for the two solving actions were
varied [58], mimicking a changing resource environment. This
did not change knowledge of how to access the puzzle-boxes,
but led to approximately 50% of individuals changing their prefer-
ence for left or right. Annual survival of great tits is approximately
50%. Therefore, given these previous studies, we expected that
20–40% of the general population would still know how to solve
the sliding-door puzzle-box in winter 2015–2016.

(b) Experimental apparatus
The experimental apparatus consisted of three different puzzle-
boxes, all based on the puzzle-box design used in Aplin et al.
[54] and all automated with the help of a printed circuit board
(Stickman Technology, UK), movement sensors, motor, and
RFID-antenna (figure 1a). In the first dial puzzle-box, access to
the bird feeder was blocked by a circular dial that could be
rotated counter-clockwise (left) or clockwise (right) to line up
an embedded hole with access to live mealworms (a highly pre-
ferred food) (figure 1aii). In the second progressive two-step
puzzle-box, this dial was combined with the previous sliding
door to create a two-step task (figure 1aiii). Birds could complete
one action (i.e. slide left/right, or dial left/right) to reveal a feed-
ing hole containing sunflower seed (a moderately preferred
food), while if they added a second action they could reveal a
second feeding hole containing the more preferred food of
live mealworms. This gave a total of 12 possible rewarding sol-
utions (four variants of low-rewarding one-step solutions:
1: dial-left, 2: dial-right, 3: slide-left, 4: slide-right; and eight
high-rewarding solutions: 5: dial-left + slide-left, 6: dial-left +
slide-right, 7: dial-right + slide-left, 8: dial-right + slide-right,
9: slide-left + dial-left, 10: slide-left + dial-right, 11: slide-right +
dial-left, 12: slide-right + dial-right). In a third full two-step
puzzle-box (figure 1aiii), the reward for performing one-step
solutions was removed, but birds were rewarded for producing
any of the eight variants of the two-step solution.
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(c) Experimental design
(i) Dial diffusion experiment
Between 1 December 2015 and 4 January 2016, we caught two
male great tits at four subpopulations in Wytham Woods
(figure 1b), and trained them in captivity to solve the dial
puzzle-box by turning the circle counter-clockwise (‘dial left’;
subpopulations CP and MA) or clockwise (‘dial right’; BB and
GW) (figure 1a). These birds were released back into their sub-
populations to act as initial demonstrators, and three baited
puzzle-boxes were installed 250 m apart in each area (apart
from GW, where only one puzzle-box was installed). In a fifth
subpopulation (BO), three puzzle-boxes were installed, but no
birds were trained (figure 1b)—as in Aplin et al. [54], this popu-
lation acted as a control to examine the rate of asocial learning.
Puzzle-boxes were kept continuously baited for 20 days over
four weeks (Monday to Friday), and removed on weekends
to allow for measurement of social networks, cleaning, data
download, and for puzzle-boxes to be rotated between sites
(controlling for any potential differences between boxes).

(ii) Complex first generation experiment
Immediately following this first stage of the study, a progressive
two-step puzzle-box was installed for 15 days over three weeks
(figure 1b). This task combined the elements of both the slid-
ing-door puzzle and the dial puzzle, with 12 possible solution
variants. Four of these variants (one-step solutions) gave a mod-
erate reward of sunflower seed, while solving both dial and slide
together (two-step solutions) exposed the more preferred meal-
worm reward. No additional birds were trained on how to
solve this task. Instead, populations contained a mix of individ-
uals that were either (i) knowledgeable about both components
(dial and slide), (ii) knowledgeable about dial or slide only or
(iii) completely naïve. As a few birds had learned to dial in the
control subpopulation BO, this was used as a partial control to
examine the acquisition of the two-step solution in areas with
no existing knowledge of one component (slide). In addition,
we added a further partial control subpopulation in MP,
an area with existing knowledge of slide, but no knowledge of
dial (figure 1b).

(iii) Complex second generation experiment
Lastly, puzzle-boxes were reinstalled at the four treatment sub-
populations in the following winter (2016/17) for 20 days over
four weeks (figure 1b). For this final stage of the experiment,
no reward was given for one-step solutions, so birds had to per-
form the entire two-steps of the full two-step puzzle-box to be
rewarded. No additional birds were trained on solving the
puzzle, but we expected the subpopulations to consist of (i)
naïve juveniles hatched in the intervening spring, (ii) older indi-
viduals with no, or partial, knowledge and (iii) older individuals
with full knowledge of the two-step behaviour. In one treatment
site, MA, none of the knowledgeable individuals from the pre-
vious winter were observed again in this period, and so it was
treated as a control subpopulation.

(d) Social networks
During each experimental period, eight openly accessible bird-
feeding stations were deployed around each subpopulation in a
250 × 250 m grid. These stations opened from dawn to dusk
Saturday and Sunday for the weekends within and surrounding
each period, collecting data for ten (dial diffusion and complex
second generation experiments) or 8 days (complex first gener-
ation experiment). Each contained sunflower seeds and was
equipped with two feeding holes surrounded by RFID antennas
and a data logger to record all visits by PIT-tagged individuals.
To detect social groupings in the spatio-temporal patterning of
these visits, we used a Gaussian mixture model to identify clus-
ters in the data stream that are likely to represent social flocks
[57,60]. Associations were then calculated with a ‘gambit of the
group’ approach, where birds were associated if observed in
the same flock, and association strength calculated using the
simple ratio index [61–63]. Finally, to deal with biases arising
out of variation in observability, we restricted analyses to birds
with a minimum of ten observations at the feeding stations.
Social networks calculated in this way have been demonstrated
to be consistent over time [54] and have functional significance
for the individuals embedded in them, including for the trans-
mission of information [53,64,65] and behaviour [54]. All
network analyses were conducted in R, using the packages
asnipe [66], sna [67], and igraph [68].

(e) Network-based diffusion analysis
To investigate the importance of social learning for acquisition of
the different solution categories (dial, slide and two-step), we ran
network-based diffusion analyses (NBDAs) on the three stages of
the experiment [69–71]. For all analyses, we ran the ‘time of
acquisition diffusion’ (TADA) variant of NBDA. This considers
the times at which individuals first acquired a behaviour as
diffusion data [70,71], and compares this diffusion data against
the social network to identify whether social transmission of
the behaviour is likely to have occurred.

We conductedninedifferentNBDAs (electronic supplementary
material, table S1) to investigate the importance of social learningon
the diffusion of the different solution categories across the three
experiments and investigate pathways of transmission. In the dial
diffusion experiment, we used the time at which individuals
acquired a dial variant as diffusion data. In the complex first gener-
ation experiment, we investigated diffusions of dial, slide and two-
step solutions in three separate NBDAs. Similarly, we ran three
NBDAs for the diffusions of dial and slide components, as well as
two-step solutions for the complex second generation experiment.
In the complex secondgeneration experiment,wewere additionally
interested in the pathways of transmission, asking whether birds
were able to learn dial or slide components from observing two-
step solves, or whether they learnt these from other partial solves
even though one-step solutions were not rewarded in this exper-
iment. To differentiate between the two pathways, we ran NBDA
with two networks. In the first network, naïve individuals could
only learn one-step solutions from those producing two-step sol-
utions, while in the second network, birds could only learn the
one-step solutions from those also producing the respective one-
step solution. We integrated this into a dynamic network frame-
work, in which the network was updated at each acquisition
event depending on the knowledge status of each bird (whether it
produced one-step or two-step solutions).

We considered individuals as knowledgeable if they had pro-
duced at least three solutions within a category at least three
times during a diffusion experiment. Birds with prior knowledge
in solving the task at the start of each experiment were included
as demonstrators in the models (SI). For the dial diffusion exper-
iment, this was one bird per site, trained in captivity. For the
complex first generation experiment (dial and slide diffusions),
these were birds that had produced dial or slide in previous
experiments (including [54,58]), whereas for the diffusion of
the two-step solution, we did not include any demonstrators as
none of the birds had been trained on the full task combination.
Birds moving between subpopulations and solving the puzzle in
more than one (overlaps between CP, BB, GW; N = 19 dial, N = 5
slide, N = 3 two-step) were only considered as learners in the
subpopulation in which they first showed the behaviour. Finally,
for the complex second generation experiment, for all diffusions
(dial, slide, two-step), we included all individuals as demonstra-
tors that had successfully solved the respective task at least three
times in previous experiments.
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NBDA allows the inclusion of individual-level variables
(ILVs) that could potentially influence the social and asocial
learning rate [70,71]. For diffusions of dial and slide solutions
(in the dial diffusion, complex first and second generation exper-
iment), we included sex (−0.5 for females; 0.5 for males; 0 for
unknown) and age (−0.5 for first year; 0.5 for adults) (electronic
supplementary material, table S1). For the diffusion of the two-
step task (first and second generation experiments), we addition-
ally included two time-varying variables depicting the birds’
experience level at each time step throughout the experiment as
experience with either dial or slide, or with both components
but not in combination. This allowed us to control for a situation
in which birds may rely on social learning to acquire the single
components, but may then recombine components asocially.
Because few birds learned the two-step solution in the complex
second generation experiment, we dropped sex and age as
ILVs to improve model fitting. In all models, we allowed ILVs
to influence asocial and social learning rate independently
[70,72].

We fitted models using NBDA version 0.9.6 [73] in R v. 4.0.5
[74], with and without social learning, and with all possible com-
binations of the respective ILVs (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). For each task, we combined all treatment sub-
populations in a TADA with multiple diffusions (electronic
supplementary material, table S1). Note that for the complex
first generation experiment, we included the control site (MP),
as some birds, which were prior dial learners in MA, started pro-
ducing the two-step solution after an innovation event and we
found that including the subpopulation improved model fitting.
For the complex second generation experiment, only BB had
enough new learners for the number of parameters we aimed
to include, and so TADA was only performed in this subpopu-
lation. For each task, we estimated the strength of the social
learning effect conditional on the best performing social model
by AICc (Akaike information criterion corrected for sample
size) [75], by extracting estimates for the social learning par-
ameter s. This parameter is defined as the strength of social
transmission per unit association with informed individuals rela-
tive to the baseline rate of asocial learning [70,71]. We set the
baseline rate of asocial learning to an individual at the midpoint
of all ILVs. We further extracted the effects of each supported ILV
(those with summed AICc weights

P
wið Þ of >0.5) on the social

and asocial learning rate as model averaged estimates (medians),
and derived 95% confidence intervals for each parameter using
profile likelihood techniques [76] based on the best predictive
model.
( f ) Other statistical analysis
As a supporting analysis that also included birds not present in the
social network, we used a logistic regression to test whether the
knowledge state of individuals within the complex first generation
and complex second generation experiments predicted whether
they would learn any two-step solutions. Control populations
were excluded, and birds were considered to have learned any cat-
egory of solution (dial, slide, two-step) if they had produced three
or more solutions of that categorywithin an experiment. Birds that
learned the two-step solution in the complex first generation exper-
iment, were not counted again as data points in the complex
second generation experiment. We performed a logistic general
linearmixedmodel (LMM) [77] inwhich learning the two-step sol-
ution was predicted by a full interaction between binary variables
of prior experience with dial and prior experience with slide.

To measure behavioural diversity in birds’ solution variants
choice, we calculated Shannon entropy using the set of solution
variants within individual birds, within sites andwithin subpopu-
lations [78]. Shannon entropy, often used as a measure of
biodiversity, is a measure of the amount of information needed
to describe a set of types of varying frequency, with larger entropy
values indicating a less structured, more randomly distributed set.
Entropy was then exponentiated to produce an individual behav-
ioural uncertainty score. In the case of a uniform distribution of
variants within a set, or the maximum entropy distribution,
exp(H) is equal to the number of types present in the set. In the
case of a non-uniform distribution, exp(H) approaches the
number of dominant types in the set. For example, if a bird has pro-
duced n variants, a behavioural uncertainty score near 1 would
indicate that most of the bird’s behavioural productions were of
one type. As above, a bird was only included if it produced three
or more solutions within a solution category.

To compare the observed behavioural diversity within sites
and subpopulations against those expected under similar con-
ditions with no social learning, we permuted the data 10 000
times, swapping solution variants within individuals, but keep-
ing their distribution of production the same. To test how
likely the distribution of observed behavioural diversity was
within individuals (i.e. compared to if they had no variant prefer-
ences), we randomized every production within an individual,
choosing with replacement from the set of their known two-
step solving techniques, and repeated this 10 000 times to
create a dataset of simulated individuals. In both types of permu-
tation tests, we reported tail probabilities to assess how likely the
observed values were within the distribution of values generated
through permutations. Tail probability represents the probability
that the simulation would produce a value below the observed
value, derived from the empirical cumulative distribution
function (ECDF).
3. Results
(a) Summary
In treatment subpopulations for the dial diffusion experiment,
an average of 21.9% of birds that had been recorded on the
puzzle-box subsequentlysolved the task (table 1(i) and figure 2).
Across the four treatment subpopulations, birds produced a
total of 18 426 dial solutions (table 1(ii)) with a significant bias
towards the variant introduced by the demonstrator at three
(CP, GW, MA) out of the four sites (Welch t-test; t =−5.93; p =
0.001; table 1(iii) and figure 3). The fourth subpopulation (BB),
showed a bias towards the non-seeded variant (table 1(iii)
and figure 3). This likely occurred because of an independent
innovation event of the alternative variant at a different
puzzle-box on the same day as the demonstrator began to
solve. This variant spread faster and eventually dominated.

In the complex first generation experiment where the one-
step and two-step solutions gave progressively higher rewards,
an average of 17.2% of birds that visited a puzzle-box only
learned one or both of the one-step solutions, producing a
total of 17 488 solves (12 319 dial, 5169 slide) (table 1(iv–v);
figures 2 and 3). A further average of 5.7% of birds learned
the two-step solution, totalling 3316 solves (table 1(vi–vii);
figures 2 and 3). At one control subpopulation, by contrast,
no birds produced two-step solutions (table 1(vi) and figure 3).

Finally, in the complex second generation experiment
where only two-step solutions were rewarded, 17 birds
were present that had performed two-step solutions in the
previous winter, and continued to produce them
(table 1(viii)). An additional 14 naïve birds learned the full
two-step solution in the second generation experiment.
Altogether, birds produced 4772 two-step solutions
(table 1(xii) and figure 3). Interestingly, birds also continued
to perform the unrewarded single components, with 4899



Table 1. Summary table including numbers of solves and percentages of birds solving at the subpopulation level across the three experimental stages.

BB CP GW MA MP BO

dial diffusion (single-step task)

(i) % birds solving the one-step task 34.7 29.2 12.9 10.7 — 9.5

(ii) no. solves of the one-step task 5340 8522 2646 1607 — 306

(iii) bias towards demonstrator solution (side) in the one-step task 0.34 0.94 0.99 0.75 — NA

complex first generation experiment (progressively rewarded two-step task)

(iv) % birds solving the one-step component(s) 16.7 22.1 16.7 13.6 10.5 11.8

(v) no. solves of one-step components 4546 7400 1706 1680 1804 352

(vi) % birds solving the full two-step task 8.9 10.3 2.9 2.1 6.7 0

(vii) no. solves of the full two-step task 1219 1815 182 58 51 1

complex second generation experiment (two-step task with only full solves rewarded)

(viii) no. birds present in second year that were two-step solvers in the first

generation

13 3 1 0 — —

(ix) % naïve birds solving the (unrewarded) one-step component(s) 4.9 9.8 7.6 9.8 — —

(x) no. solves of one-step components 2148 2105 482 164 — —

(xii) % naïve birds solving the full two-step task 18.0 7.8 4.5 0.0 — —

(xiii) no. solves of the two-step task 2164 2124 484 0 — —

dial diffusion (N = 73)

naive
simple
demonstrator
complex

complex 1st generation (N = 98) complex 2nd generation (N = 108)

(b)(a) (c)

Figure 2. Social association networks at subpopulation BB (a) for the dial diffusion, (b) for the complex first generation experiment and (c) for the complex second
generation experiment. Nodes represent individual birds and are coloured according to state of knowledge. Links between nodes represent the strength of the
connection between two individuals. Yellow nodes are knowledgeable demonstrators (either trained in captivity or solving in the previous generation), white
nodes are naïve individuals. All other nodes are coloured according to their final knowledge state gained, with blue = dial/slide, and purple = complex solvers.
(Online version in colour.)
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single components produced across the three subpopulations
(3775 dial, 1124 slide; table 1(ix–x); figures 2 and 3). No birds
learned the two-step solution at the control subpopulation
(MA) (table 1(xii) and figure 3).
(b) Network-based diffusion analysis
There was strong support for social (

P
wi . 0:99) over asocial

models in the analysis of the dial diffusion experiment. In the
best model, 85.8% [95% CI: 77.2–92.8%] of birds learned the
dial task through social learning. The social learning rate was
influenced by both age and sex (electronic supplementary
material, table S1), with adults being 2.0 [95% CI: 1.0–4.4]
times faster at learning compared to juveniles, and males
being 2.5 [95% CI: 1.3–5.3] times faster than females.

In the complex first generation experiment, 18.6%and 30.7%
of the general population present were knowledgeable in sol-
ving slide and dial, respectively, prior to the start of the
experiment. For new learners of the one-step solutions, we
also found strong support for social transmission of both the
dial (

P
wi . 0:99) and slide solutions (

P
wi . 0:99), with

adults being faster at learning both one-step tasks compared
to juveniles, and males being faster at learning compared to
females (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Overall,
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91.5%of all learnerswere estimated tohave learneddial through
social learning [84.6–100%],while 71.0%were estimated to have
learned slide socially [56.2–100%]. Meanwhile, for the acqui-
sition of the full two-step task, we found most support for
asocial (

P
wi ¼ 0:53; N = 16) over social models (

P
wi ¼ 0:47;

N = 256; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Males
were an estimated 3.2 [95% CI: 1.5–7.1] times faster at acquiring
the complex task asocially compared to females, and birds with
prior knowledge of one componentwere 24.0 [95%CI: 9.3–81.8]
times faster at learning the two-step task asocially compared to
those without any knowledge, while those with knowledge of
both components were 35.6 [95% CI: 12.7–127.4] times faster at
learning asocially compared to those with no knowledge or
knowledge of only one (electronic supplementary material,
table S1). This suggests that (i) birdswere recombining their pre-
vious knowledge of the individual components to acquire the
full two-stepbehaviour,withnoadditional social input required
tomake this step; and (ii) birds that had previous knowledge of
one step of the taskwere still able to asocially reconstruct the full
task, albeit with a longer latency to do so. Further evidence that
birds were using previously socially learned knowledge in this
process comes from solution choice. Birds tended to use the
same dial variant in this experiment as they acquired in the
first dial diffusion experiment, and within this experiment,
birds tended to use the same technique variants when perform-
ing one step or two steps.

Finally, in the complex second generation experiment, we
again found most support for social transmission of both dial
(
P

wi ¼ 0:92) and slide (
P

wi ¼ 0:90; electronic supplementary
material, table S1). Overall, 100% of birds that learned to solve
dial [64.6–100%] and 78.0% of those that learned to solve slide
[36.9–88.3%] were estimated to have done so through social
learning. For dial, themulti-networkNBDA revealedmost sup-
port for a social transmission pathway from other birds solving
dial

P
wi ¼ 0:64ð Þ, followed bymodelswith transmission from
birds solving the two-step task (
P

wi ¼ 0:17; electronic sup-
plementary material, table S1). For slide, we found most
support for a social transmission pathway from birds solving
the two-step task (

P
wi ¼ 0:55), followed bymodelswith trans-

missions from both two-step solvers and those solving slide
only (

P
wi ¼ 0:15; electronic supplementary material, table

S1). Age and sex did not influence any of the social or asocial
learning rates (electronic supplementary material, table S1).
For the diffusion of the two-step task,we again foundmost sup-
port for asocial models (

P
wi ¼ 0:64;N = 4) over social models

P
wi ¼ 0:36; N ¼ 16ð ; electronic supplementarymaterial, table

S1). Birds with knowledge of one component were 19.3 [5.1–
91.2] times faster at producing the two-step solution than
those without any prior knowledge (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). These results are consistent with the finding
in the complex first generation experiment, with birds acquiring
knowledge about the one-step solution socially, and knowledge
of one solution being sufficient to then reconstruct the full
two-step solution without further social information.

(c) The effect of prior knowledge on acquisition of the
complex behaviour

Without knowledge of either dial or slide, birds were unlikely
to learn the two-step solution, with an estimated 4.6% [95%
CI: 3.5–6.0%] chance of learning (GLM; intercept – β ±
s.e. =−3.03 ± 0.28, z =−10.66, p < 0.001; electronic supplemen-
tary material, table S2). Knowledge of only dial raised this
probability to 27.8% [95% CI: 16.9–42.2%], while knowledge
of only slide raised the probability to 16.7% [95% CI: 7.51–
33.0%] (GLM; knowledgeable dial – β ± s.e. = 2.07 ± 0.36, z =
5.82, p < 0.001; knowledgeable slide – β ± s.e. = 1.42 ± 0.62,
z = 2.30, p = 0.02). Knowledge of both slide and dial elevated
the probability marginally, to 28.9% [95% CI: 5.3–74.8%]
(GLM; dial:slide : β ± s.e. =−1.36 ± 0.73, z =−1.86, p = 0.06).
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From this evidence, it seems that knowledge of either dial or
slide was beneficial for learning the two-step solution, but
knowledge of both brought only a slight increase in the prob-
ability of a bird learning the behaviour. Across the complex
first and second generation experiments, 13 birds (22% of
learners) were able to acquire the two-step solution without
having produced either component (electronic supplemen-
tary material, table S3), suggesting that a small percentage
of birds were able to learn the two-step solution through
observation alone. Furthermore, we found that, of the two-
step solvers that had produced one-step solutions prior
to their first two-step solution (complex first generation: 35
birds, complex second generation: 10 birds), 79.4% of their
two-step solutions contained their most preferred one-step
variant as a component. Of the two-step solvers that had pro-
duced both dial and slide before learning the two-step
solution (complex first generation: 13 birds, complex second
generation: 0 birds), 65% of their two-step solutions were a
combination of their most preferred dial and slide variants.
This is above that expected by chance, and together, these
results suggest asocial recombination of already socially
learned one-step components, rather than transmission of
the entire two-step solution.

(d) Solution choice within individuals, sites and
subpopulations

Therewere two equally rewarding alternative variants for each
of the one-step solution categories, dial left or right and slide
left or right. When considering behavioural productions of
one-step solutions (dial and slide), we found that, as expected,
individual birds had one preferred variant (figure 4a) [54].
Birds were slightly more faithful to their variant choice
within slide than dial (LMM; solution category (slide) – β ±
s.e. =−0.23 ± 0.05, t =−4.894, p < 0.001; figure 4a; electronic
supplementary material, table S4). There were eight equally
rewarding alternative solving techniques for the two-step
task, ranging from dial-left/slide-right to slide-left/dial-right.
Birds were significantly less faithful to their technique choice
for the two-step task (LMM; solution category (two-step) –
β ± s.e. = 0.55 ± 0.06, t = 10.06, p < 0.001), but their estimated
diversity score of 1.95 [95% CI: 1.85–2.04] was far below the
maximal level (eight), indicating a non-uniform distribution
of variant frequencies within birds. The point estimate of an
uncertainty score of approximately two can be interpreted as
two-step solvers strongly preferring to use two variants out
of the eight possible variants. While birds that knew more var-
iants had a significantly increasing diversity score (LMM; no.
solutions known – β ± s.e. 0.23 ± 0.05, t = 4.4.23, p < 0.001, elec-
tronic supplementary material, table S4), the median value
generally remained near two, and far below the maximum
possible uncertainty score (figure 4b).

To determine whether there were traditions for any par-
ticular two-step variant present at the site or subpopulation
levels, we pooled solutions at each of these levels of analysis
and calculated a behavioural diversity score, with the expec-
tation that if there were traditions shared among individuals,
these scores would remain close to those of individuals. We
found no evidence for any singular two-step solution becom-
ing an established tradition (figure 5). However, we found
that at the subpopulation level, behavioural diversity fell
far below random expectation in both BB and CP (tail prob-
abilities = 0.0, 0.05), indicating that while there was no
single dominant solution across a subpopulation, individuals
still shared some preference in solutions more than expected
by chance. This is consistent with our NBDA results, in that
birds were socially learning the components of the two-step
solution, but individually learning how to recombine them.
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4. Discussion
Similar to previous results [54,58], we found that simple
foraging behaviours could spread and establish as new fora-
ging traditions in wild great tits, giving further evidence for
social learning and the spread of innovation in this species.
When provided with the opportunity to chain these tra-
ditions together in a foraging task that gave progressive
rewards, a proportion of the population were also able to
do so. However, birds were generally not able to learn the
complex behaviour ex-nihilo, and its acquisition instead
depended on social learning of the individual components
before individual reconstruction of the full complex behav-
iour. Interestingly, our evidence suggests this continued to
be the main learning route in both generations, even
though individual components ceased to be rewarded in
the second generation and were produced at a lower rate
by birds knowledgeable of the full task.

The consequence of the learning pathway to two-step be-
haviour observed in our study was that, in contrast to simple
socially learnt foraging behaviours [21,54], singular popu-
lation-level traditions failed to emerge. However, sites and
subpopulations did share a smaller than expected set of com-
plex behaviours, likely because they were learning socially
from a subset of individual components. The combination
of social and asocial learning therefore lead to polymorphic
cultural traditions at the site and subpopulation level. Over-
all, our results suggest that complex behaviours can persist
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in populations, without being necessarily socially transmitted
in their entirety. However, judging by the declining trans-
mission rates from the complex first to complex second
generation experiment, we expect that the two-step behav-
iour may not be able to be maintained long-term without
the scaffolding provided by the progressive rewarding of
each component.

Most birds in our study (nearly 80% of learners, 97% of all
birds) did not socially learn the full two-step solution as a com-
plete behaviour. In fact, our results suggest that birdswere also
unlikely to acquire the complex behaviour from observation of
two-step solutions, but instead relied on observing other birds
producing the singular components. There may be many con-
tributing factors as to why this was the case. First, cognitive
factors, such as limited attention, inhibition or object perma-
nence, might play a role, as learning the complex behaviour
required the observation and production of twice as much
information. Naturally observed foraging behaviour in tits is
often extractive with one action (e.g. pulling bark to reveal
insects). However, tits can also spontaneously solve string-
pulling tasks, a fairly complex, multi-step process [79].
Second, the low social tolerance and lack of prosocial behav-
iour in great tits might also play a role by limiting
observation opportunities. Prosociality and tolerance has pre-
viously been linked with human success at learning a
manipulative multi-step task in a previous study comparing
cumulative cultural learning in humans, capuchins and chim-
panzees [42]. In our study, the two-step task was transmitted
horizontally and obliquely during the winter flocking period
when juveniles were completely independent. It would be
interesting to repeat the study during when fledglings forage
with their parents under conditions of higher tolerance. Com-
plex cultures are more often observed in species with extended
parental care, such as orang-utans [80–82], and it has been
argued that this is underpinned by the close tolerance and
repeated opportunities for observation present between
parent and offspring [83].

The maintenance of complex culture has long been
hypothesized to rely on high fidelity, cognitively demanding
social transmission mechanisms, such as imitation or teaching
[30–32]. However, the results from this experiment point to a
case in which a complex behaviour can emerge even in the
absence of high fidelity copying, instead emerging through a
combination of scaffolding and reconstruction within individ-
uals. This calls into question the extent to which imitation
contributes to the maintenance of human cultural behaviours,
and speaks to the argument that a broader range of cognitive
requirements can support complex culture [41,84]. Rather
than faithful end-state copying [85], repeated interactions
between individuals in a group, or individual trial-error learn-
ing, have been identified as alternative sources of stabilizing
selection for modifications [86,87]. Further, a comparative
transmission chain study of baboons and children using a
non-copying task found that basic features of CCE arose
from different cognitive mechanisms in humans and non-
humans [40]. Thus, it may be that a variety of mechanisms
can underlie the transmission of complex cultural behaviours,
including the social learning of simpler behaviours and recon-
struction of more complicated sets of behaviours (for a similar
process in birdsong see [88], this issue). Anyone who has
received professional training in a skill can attest to the critical
role of individual learning through practice after initially
observing a teacher.
Finally, in both the first and second generation of complex
two-step learners, we observed increasing behavioural diver-
sity at site and subpopulation level. This was beyond the
diversity observed at the individual level, indicating that
variation in preferences were aggregating as the number of
individuals increased. However, diversity was still con-
strained well below what is expected by chance, suggesting
an overall shared set of preferences. This is expected when
the components of the two-step solution are socially learned,
and thus constrain the subset of two-step variants available to
be produced. The question inevitably arises whether this set
of shared preferences constitute cultural traditions? While it
would not be consistent with our original definition of a
single, shared variant, such cultural polymorphisms are
well accepted in other systems [89]. For example, passerine
birds socially learn components of a song sequence, and
while individuals may exhibit a unique subset of this
sequence, vocabularies are still shared across populations as
dialects [90]. If one accepts that diversity in behaviours aris-
ing from such a mechanism remains cultural in nature, one
could also accept that the shared set of behaviours observed
at the subpopulation level in great tits should constitute var-
iants within a cultural lineage. Such questions require further
research; for example, it would be interesting to investigate
whether such diversity would be stable over time [89].
5. Conclusion
By applying diverse analytical approaches, including multi
network-based diffusion analysis [65,70,91] and infor-
mation-theoretic measures of cultural traits [78], we gained
insight into: (i) how individuals reconstruct complex beha-
viours by recombining socially learned components, (ii) the
importance of scaffolding to this process and (iii) how these
constraints lead to a subset of shared preferences at the
group level in the absence of imitation. Our study shows
that while great tits can recombine previously socially
learnt behaviours into more complex forms, they are unable
to transmit complex traits in their entirety. Yet, this process
of on-going social learning of components and asocial recon-
struction still allowed complex foraging behaviours to be
maintained in populations. Our findings highlight how
simple mechanisms can lead to the emergence of complex
behaviours in a small passerine species, even in the absence
of learning mechanisms such as imitation.
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